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ABSTRACT

The course of legal education is changing. Many law schools are downsizing, accepting classes with lower entering credentials, and encountering a new demographic of law student. A product of standardized federal education policies like the No Child Left Behind Act and the Common Core State Standards Initiative, this student has fewer or less refined critical thinking skills than most first-year law professors have come to expect. Part I of this Article explores the landscape of this “new normal” in legal education, examining the effects of new law school admissions policies, changes in K-12 and undergraduate education, and the link between law student entering credentials and critical thinking skills. Part II suggests ways in which law schools might change gears to ensure the success of these new law students and of the law schools themselves. Among other things, it emphasizes the importance of addressing both the current economic structure of law schools and the need for major curricular reform that creates more opportunities for student assessment. Part III explores the positive outcomes likely to result from a timely, smooth shift to this new approach in legal education.
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INTRODUCTION

Growing up, I spent most of my summers at drag strips and racetracks. Before I even had my driver’s license, my brother introduced me to the concept of a manual transmission: the sensitive give and take between the clutch and the gas, and the importance of smoothly changing gears at the right moment. I watched closely as drivers won and lost races based on that precise timing, and I carried that awareness with me as I myself began to race.

Legal education is much like car racing, at least in one sense. Like professional drivers, law professors and administrators need to be aware of variations in the track – a hairpin curve, a shift in elevation – and change gears and speed to suit the conditions before losing control and skidding into the barriers, or worse. Now is one of those moments.
The course of legal education is changing. Many schools are downsizing, accepting classes with lower credentials, and otherwise adjusting to a decrease in applications and a weak legal economy.1 Moreover, students who are a product of federal education policies like the No Child Left Behind Act and the Common Core State Standards have started entering law school, many arguably with fewer or less refined critical thinking skills than most first-year law professors have come to expect.2 These factors combine to create a very different student body than most law schools have seen in recent decades, and it is time to change gears to meet the needs of this “new normal.”

Part I of this Article explores the landscape of “the new normal” in legal education, and background influencing the gap between the critical thinking skills entering law students are expected to have and those most current students actually possess at matriculation. It examines the link between entering credentials (Law School Admissions Test score and undergraduate grade point average) and critical thinking skills, the outcomes of new admissions policies, and the effects of national pre-college educational issues on undergraduate learning, including the initial preparedness of law school applicants. Part II briefly suggests ways in which law schools might consider changing gears in order to ensure the success of these new law students, and the success of law schools themselves. Finally, Part III explores the positive outcomes that are likely to result from a timely, smooth shift.

I. CHANGES CONTRIBUTING TO THE NEW NORMAL IN LEGAL EDUCATION

“Law schools will be crushed if they don’t remake themselves. . . . ‘This is Detroit in the 1970s: change or die.”3

There are many, many evolving aspects of what scholars have termed “the new normal” in legal education – from budgets to


class size, to tuition to tenure, to student debt to campus use and so on – and there is a wealth of research and articles examining those issues. This Article focuses mainly on the new demographic of students entering law school classrooms, and the lasting effects this change will have on legal education.

One of the primary functions of law school is to train students to think like lawyers, which includes critical reading, analysis, and writing. Legal educators generally operate under the assumption that entering law students already have some foothold on these skills via their formative and undergraduate education. Some scholars refer to this notion as the “skills deployment assumption,” which may, for example, lead to the belief that students’ post-college literacy skills include the ability to read and comprehend complex legal opinions. Although the term is used to describe reading skills in particular, it could be applied just as easily to the other analytical and writing skills legal educators assume students possess upon matriculation to law school.

It follows logically that most legal educators view their roles as refining – rather than introducing – these skills, which is not unreasonable. Recently, however, many law professors have observed that their new students greet them with significant and often surprising deficiencies in basic critical reading, thinking, analysis, and writing skills, usually manifesting as an overall lack of preparedness. There are several possible explanations for this phenomenon, some of which are described below; but it seems fairly certain that the situation is unlikely to change anytime soon. Instead, legal education itself must change to meet these new challenges.

4. See BRIAN Z. TAMANAH, FAILING LAW SCHOOLS (2012); see also Deborah L. Rhode, Legal Education: Rethinking the Problem, Reimagining the Reforms, 40 PEPP. L. REV. 437 (2013) (explores new challenges to legal education, including lack of consensus regarding the problem itself, and financial, structural, curricular, and value issues); Paul Campos, The Crisis of the American Law School, MICH. J. L. & REFORM (Oct. 2012) (examining the reasons for and consequences of the increased cost of legal education in the U.S.).


8. Id. at 605.

A. Changes in Law School Admissions

In 2008, the national economy began a steep decline into the Great Recession, dragging most legal education programs along with it.10 Worsening economic conditions impacted law school applications steadily across the nation, resulting in fewer applicants and, consequently, a decrease in the levels of applicant entering credentials accepted at many law schools.11

1. Fewer Law School Applications

These economic shifts resulted in less demand for attorneys entering private practice in firms, which in prior decades formed the foundation of the legal industry and the primary feed from which most new law school graduates found jobs. 12 To meet new budgetary demands, private law firms and even some public employers reduced hiring, downsized, merged and laid off employees, or in some circumstances simply closed their doors.13 From 2004 to 2010, for example, there were 47,000 fewer employees in U.S. law offices, and these numbers continue to decline.14 In contrast to this downward trend in legal employment opportunities, during the same time period law schools saw relatively constant, or even increased, applications and enrollment.15

Despite this decrease in entry-level jobs in private practice, many researchers argue that the overall demand for lawyers has not lessened—in fact, if anything, it has increased—but the demand comes from low-income clients who cannot afford legal services, and who often are found in rural markets without many lawyers.16 Although applicants often decide to pursue law school

---

13. See Organ, supra note 11, at 897-98; see also Caplan, supra note 3.
with the intent to help the less fortunate and serve these underrepresented clients, most law school graduates have crushing student loan debt that prevents them from following these dreams.

A law school graduate’s total debt could range from $160,000 to $250,000, depending on the school, while the median salary for a typical entry-level legal job is roughly $60,000 per year. This is provided that the graduate can even secure such a job, which upwards of forty-five percent of recent law graduates, especially those in the bottom halves of their classes, cannot. Recently updated government loan forgiveness programs, such as Income-Based Repayment, Public Service Loan Forgiveness, and Pay as You Earn (PAYE), might alleviate some students’ financial woes; but loan repayment still may be a struggle, especially for low-performing students and graduates of lower-ranked law schools who may have difficulty finding a job at all. The PAYE program, in particular, shows promise because payment obligations are conditioned solely on the borrower’s income. There are concerns with PAYE, however, due to the likelihood of a large tax obligation at the time of the final payment, the susceptibility of the program to governmental budget cuts, and ethical issues stemming from a failure to incentivize law schools to limit tuition or students to limit borrowing.

Additionally, some researchers worry that the government may significantly reduce its funding of higher education tuition, given

17. See TAMANAH, supra note 4, at 107-25; see also Gregory Crespi, Will the Income-Based Repayment Program Enable Law Schools to Continue to Provide “Harvard-Style” Legal Education?, SMU L. REV. (forthcoming) (manuscript at 21-22).  
18. Crespi, supra note 17, at 27-29.  
19. Crespi, supra note 17, at 27-29; see also TAMANAH, supra note 4, at 114-116, 139; Kelly, supra note 10 (noting that “according to American Bar Association statistics, in 2012, there was only one job for roughly every two graduates – and those jobs most often went to the students with strong grades from the higher-rated law schools”).  
20. Crespi, supra note 17, at 27-29; see also TAMANAH, supra note 4, at 114-116, 139; Kelly, supra note 10.  
22. Crespi, supra note 17, at 27-29; see also TAMANAH, supra note 4, at 114-116, 139; Kelly, supra note 10.  
23. Organ, supra note 22, at 57; Brian Tamanaha, What’s Wrong with Income Based Repayment in Legal Academia: A Response to Schrag, BALKINIZATION (Nov. 29, 2012), Balkin.blogspot.com/2012/11/whats-wrong-with-income-based-repayment.html.
its financial vulnerability when faced with student loan defaults.24 These researchers fear that the Department of Education will start conditioning its subsidization on the projected employment and income potential of certain fields or certain schools, or that the Department may not provide federal funds to schools that use tuition dollars to support initiatives that do not directly impact teaching, such as research and scholarship.25 If these fears are realized, the impact on law school programs and enrollment could be devastating.26

These financial burdens and the decrease in the availability of traditional legal jobs have been widely broadcasted by the mainstream media in recent years.27 Some law schools added fuel to the anti-law-school media firestorm by reporting job placement numbers that were misleading at best and blatantly incorrect at worst.28 Some disillusioned graduates started popular blogs venting their dissatisfaction with their legal education,29 and others filed highly publicized lawsuits against their alma maters, essentially alleging false advertising.30 News stories concerning law schools that might only have been of local or regional interest in the past, if they were of any newsworthy interest at all, go national with the click of a mouse button.31 All of this negative attention is complicated by the fact that much of the public blames the government—and the powerful, often-wealthy lawyers that influence politics and finance—for the economic downturn.32 Moreover, it is

25. Id.
26. See id.
27. Carrie Menkel-Meadow, Crisis in Legal Education or the Other Things Law Students Should be Learning and Doing, 45 McGeorge L. Rev. 133, 133 (2013); Organ, supra note 11, at 899.
30. Rhode, supra note 4, at 444 (citing to specific complaints and explaining that “[t]he suits allege that the schools’ reports of placement rates failed to disclose how many positions [for which graduates were reported to have been hired within nine months of graduation] required a legal degree or were funded by the school, and that their reports of salary figures failed to disclose response rates”).
31. Matasar, supra note 24, at 166-167 (“Except for a handful of schools, whose turn has not yet come, there are two emerging story lines: (1) ‘look at this outrage – schools lie’ and (2) ‘something is fishy here, but we haven’t caught them yet.’”).
becoming easier and more common for non-lawyers to complete basic legal tasks without hiring an attorney; for example, creating a simple will with a template found on the Internet.\(^33\)

A combination of these factors has affected national applications to law school, leading to historic lows.\(^34\) The Law School Admission Council, the entity that administers the Law School Admissions Test (LSAT), reports that fall 2014 test applications have dropped 12.6\%, down 13.7\% from 2013.\(^35\) This reflects a similar downward trend over the past few years.\(^36\)

Even when prospective law students complete the LSAT, many are not moving forward and applying to law school.\(^37\) This troubling decline in interest appears more prevalent with applicants who score the highest on the LSAT\(^38\) – the students who reportedly are most likely to succeed in the first year of law school.\(^39\)

Overall, lower-performing applicants still seem to view a legal career as a viable option,\(^40\) and many law schools feel obligated to adjust their entrance criteria to admit these students in order to fill their classrooms and thus ensure that they can pay the bills.\(^41\)

\section*{2. Subsequent Changes in Admissions Policies}

Before the number of applicants began to decline, nearly a quarter of U.S. law schools already were accepting half or more of their applicants.\(^42\) As fewer and fewer application files made their ways

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item 34. \textit{Id.}; see also LSAC End of Year Summary 2003—Present, supra note 15.
\item 36. \textit{Id.}; see also LSAC End of Year Summary 2003—Present, supra note 15 (detailing percentage shifts over roughly a decade, including significant decreases beginning in 2011).
\item 37. TAMANHA, supra note 4, at 162-165.
\item 40. Weissmann, supra note 38.
\item 41. See Organ, supra note 11, at 899-901.
\item 42. TAMANHA, supra note 4, at 164.
\end{itemize}
\end{flushright}
across admissions deans’ desks, law schools found themselves faced with difficult choices: Either reduce the number of students admitted, thus maintaining the academic quality of the entering class but decreasing revenue (perhaps dramatically); or maintain revenue by admitting roughly the same number of students as in past years – meaning that the school likely would admit students whose entering credentials previously would not have qualified them for a seat in the class.  

Another option is to increase the amounts and quantities of scholarships offered to prospective students, decreasing revenue but hopefully attracting a high-enough caliber of student to maintain the school’s national ranking.  

Most law schools are tuition-driven.  Opting for choices that reduce entering class sizes and revenue would not be economically sustainable for more than a few years, at best.  On the other hand, opting for choices that maintain entering class sizes and revenue but reduce the academic credentials of the student body implicates a host of different challenges, from the need for often-significant curricular reform to ethical issues concerning whether those students will be able to graduate and pass the bar exam, or whether they will leave saddled with tens (or hundreds) of thousands of dollars of debt and little hope of paying it back.  

Facing these obstacles, different law schools have tried different options.  Some failed.  Others were marginally successful, though that “success” meant major structural changes for many schools, such as layoffs, faculty reduction incentives, and hiring freezes.  

With the exception of perhaps the highest-ranked schools, by this point most law schools have been forced to start accepting students with lower credentials than they would have accepted ten or even five years ago.  Fewer applications from fewer high-

---

43. Id. at 166.  
44. Id.  
46. See id.  
47. 2014 ABA Report and Recommendations, supra note 16, at 2 (noting that law graduates with lower credentials tend to receive fewer scholarships and thus incur the most debt, and also have the fewest opportunities to find gainful legal employment); see TAMANAH, supra note 4, at 160-66.  
48. Bronner, supra note 33; Caplan, supra note 3.  
49. TAMANAH, supra note 4, at 166 (describing, for example, a school that attempted to retain entering credentials by reducing enrollment and overspending on scholarships for everyone in the entering class, yet still saw a four-point decline in median entering LSAT scores).  
50. Bronner, supra note 33; Caplan, supra note 3.  
51. Bronner, supra note 33; see Organ, supra note 11, at 901-02.
LSAT applicants means fewer opportunities for schools to maintain past standards.52 This change might negatively impact a law school’s ranking and the academic quality of its entering classes on paper,53 but does it mean that these students really are any less capable of mastering the skills that make good lawyers?

3. Do LSAT and UGPA Numbers Accurately Reflect Critical Thinking Abilities?

Even the administrators of the LSAT recognize that it, “like any admission test, is not a perfect predictor of law school performance.”54 The LSAT is a roughly half-day, entirely multiple-choice test.55 Its validity and its ability accurately to assess the abilities of potential law students have been questioned over the years, and consequently, the LSAT has undergone scrutiny and study.56 According to the Law School Admission Council (LSAC), the entity that produces and administers the LSAT, studies show that, despite its limitations, the test helps ascertain whether applicants will succeed in law school.57

Congruently, studies show that the LSAT is correlated, at least to some statistically significant degree, to success in the first year of legal study.58 Some researchers argue, however, that an applicant’s LSAT score is not reflective of her actual abilities and thus is not an accurate predictor of law school success, whether in the

52. Bronner, supra note 33; see Organ, supra note 11, at 901-02; TAMANAHA, supra note 4, at 160-66.
53. See Bronner, supra note 33; Organ, supra note 11, at 901-02; TAMANAHA, supra note 4, at 160-66.
54. Law School Admission Council, supra note 39.
55. Law School Admission Council, About the LSAT, LSAC.ORG, http://www.lsac.org/jd/lsat/about-the-lsat.asp (last visited Feb. 13, 2014). The LSAT does include a thirty-five-minute writing component at the end, but that segment does not count toward the overall score. Id.
57. Id. This study evaluated 189 law schools. The correlations between LSAT scores and first-year law school grades varied from school to school, but the median correlation was .36 on a scale of 0.00 to 1.00 (where 0.00 no more than a coincidental relationship and 1.00 is perfect correlation).
58. Lisa C. Anthony, Susan P. Dalessandro, & Lynda M. Reese, Predictive Validity of the LSAT: A National Summary of the 2011 and 2012 LSAT Correlation Studies, L. SCH. ADMISSION COUNCIL LSAT TECHNICAL REP. 13-03, 1, 19, (2013); Andrea A. Curcio et al., supra note 56, at 285-86 (noting that “to the extent the LSAT has predictive value for first-year grades, this value likely results [because] the LSAT attempts to measure the same narrow subset of skills considered to be the focus of most first-year law school exams,” because test-taking speed is a factor in both contexts, and because success in both formats is a learned skill).
first year or later. These scholars suggest that the timed nature of the test favors some individuals over others, and thus, the correlation of LSAT score to first-year law school success may be at least partially attributable to test-taking speed, as opposed to general analytical and critical thinking ability.

The LSAT purports to test skills that are highly relevant to legal study, however:

The LSAT is designed to measure skills that are considered essential for academic success in law school: the reading and comprehension of complex texts with accuracy and insight; the organization and management of information and the ability to draw reasonable inferences from it; the ability to think critically; and the analysis and evaluation of the reasoning and arguments of others.

Law schools also give significant consideration to LSAT scores when evaluating a student’s potential admission due to the skills tested, and likely also due at least in part to the fact that LSAT scores are weighted rather heavily, at 12.5%, in *U.S. News & World Report* law school rankings. Additionally, since the LSAT is a standardized test, it provides an objective measure to consider for all applicants, which is helpful as law school admissions teams sift through piles of subjective materials like recommendation letters and personal statements. Even undergraduate grade point

---

59. William D. Henderson, *The LSAT, Law School Exams, and Meritocracy: The Surprising and Undertheorized Role of Test-Taking Speed*, 82 Texas L. Rev. 975, 985-1000 (2004) (questioning whether “part of the predictive validity of the LSAT may be attributable to test-taking speed rather than a loading of acquired verbal reasoning and reading skills, which is the construct the LSAT is designed to measure”); see also Jennifer Jolly-Ryan, *The Fable of the Timed and Flagged LSAT: Do Law School Admissions Committees Want the Tortoise or the Hare?*, 38 Cumber. L. Rev. 33 (2007) (noting that an applicant who reads slowly and carefully — valuable traits in a lawyer — and therefore is forced to guess on a segment of questions could score extremely high on the questions she had a chance to read, though still get the same overall score as another applicant who reads more quickly but less carefully and finishes the exam).

60. Henderson, supra note 59; see also Jolly-Ryan, supra note 59.


average (UGPA) numbers are subjective to a certain degree, since different undergraduate institutions employ different grading curves and standards, and the rigor of students’ chosen courses and majors vary widely, as well.  

Even more predictive than a law school applicant’s LSAT score alone, however, is her LSAT score combined with her UGPA.  

Although this combination is somewhat less objective than the LSAT considered alone, it still produces a much higher correlation for first-year law school success: .48 on a scale of 0.00 to 1.00. 

While LSAT and UGPA credentials help predict whether a law student will succeed in her first year, they do not appear to be connected to bar passage or to students’ success in professional practice. The LSAT measures cognitive test-taking skills that often mirror those evaluated in most first-year law school courses, such as reading fact patterns, spotting and analyzing issues, and assembling arguments under time constraints. Those skills do not link to many of the factors that contribute to lawyer effectiveness in practice, however, such as integrity, creativity, passion, engagement, networking and business development, the ability to negotiate, etc. Additionally, studies have found that the LSAT’s predictive value regarding first-year law school success diminishes when law professors employ alternative grading tools, such as take-home exams or papers, that require students to demonstrate more practical skills.

64. See RICHARD ARUM & JOSIPA ROKSA, ACADEMICALLY ADRIFT: LIMITED LEARNING ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES 4-5 (2011) [hereinafter ACADEMICALLY ADRIFT].

65. See, e.g., LSAT Scores as Predictors of Law School Performance, supra note 39; Edward G. Haggerty, LSAT: Uses and Misuses, 70 N.Y. St. B. J. 45, 45 (1998); Organ, supra note 11, at 901-02. Like the LSAT itself, the combination of LSAT and UGPA is not a perfect predictor, but it is widely considered the best data available to determine a potential law student’s success in the first year.

66. LSAT Scores as Predictors of Law School Performance, supra note 39; see also Shultz & Zedeck, supra note 63, at 622 (summarizing several studies over more than two decades that support the predictive value of LSAT and UGPA regarding first-year law school success).


68. Shultz & Zedeck, supra note 63, at 622.

69. Id. at 622-23, 632-33.

70. Id. at 622-23 (drawing upon a study by William D. Henderson, supra note 59, and comments by William P. La Piana, A History of the LSAC and the LSAT, LSAC.ORG (May 28, 1998), http://www.lsac.org/docs/default-source/publications-(lsac-resources)/history-lsat-lsat.pdf).
One study proposes that even first-year law school GPA (LGPA), while relevant to bar passage, is not as strongly correlated as upperclass LGPA. This suggests that “nurture dominates nature” in the path to a successful law career, meaning that strong analytical training and student engagement in law school might be even more important than teaching substantive knowledge.

It follows that critical thinking and analysis are learned skills; they are not simply innate. A student who earns a lower LSAT score and thus offers less attractive credentials nonetheless could, with good analytical training, proceed to pass the bar exam on the first attempt and enjoy a successful legal career. This is consistent with studies that show that an applicant can improve her LSAT score by taking a review course. Law schools therefore should consider a potential student’s less-than-ideal LSAT score along with other relevant information, including the student’s relevant work experience, the difficulty of the course load the student carried in college, etc.—a difficult task in light of the score’s weight in U.S. News rankings.

When all is said and done, despite the criticisms, do LSAT and UGPA credentials accurately reflect potential law students’ critical thinking abilities? No evaluation scheme is perfect, and although this one is not without its deficiencies, it appears to be the best and most accurate available. Despite the fact that LSAT and UGPA are not perfect predictors of law school success, various data support that they at least provide a generally accurate pic-

---

71. Georgakopoulos, supra note 67, at 7-12.
72. Id. at 12-13. Professor Georgakopoulos lays out three theories that might explain why upperclass LGPA is more closely related to bar passage than first-year LGPA: course shopping (upperclass students deliberately choosing courses that seem “easy” or have less stringent grading/exam requirements); grade inflation in upper-level courses; and learning (students in small upper-level elective courses often are more engaged due to smaller class size and interest in the elected subject). He debunks the first two theories as unsupported by the data; if easy grading or grade inflation is what drives upperclass course selection, then higher grades would not reflect learning and would either have no effect or perhaps even a deleterious effect on bar passage. He concludes that the learning theory is fully consistent with the data. Of course this is one study conducted at one school, but the potential curricular implications are interesting.
73. Curcio et al., supra note 56, at 285-86.
74. See id.
75. Id. (citing Jay Rosner, an expert witness, in Grutter v. Bollinger, 137 F. Supp. 2d 821, 860 (E.D. Mich. 2001), rev’d on other grounds, 539 U.S. 306 (2003), who stated that LSAT preparation courses can improve an applicant’s score by approximately seven points).
ture of where an applicant stands with respect to critical thinking skills at the beginning of law school.\textsuperscript{77}

4. **Implications for Law School Teaching**

Since these entering credential levels are in decline at most law schools, legal educators must make adjustments to compensate if they expect their students and programs to succeed. The case is far from hopeless, but it requires a retooling of traditional legal education to foster student engagement and focus on analytical skills beyond a predominantly substantive teaching agenda.\textsuperscript{78}

Further, the recent shifts in undergraduate, high school, and earlier education suggest that the students starting to apply and matriculate to law school now are very different as a whole, regardless of falling entering credential criteria at specific schools.\textsuperscript{79} Even if economic conditions were to revert to their prior states and allow law schools to restore previous admissions policies—an unlikely scenario\textsuperscript{80}—these changes in pre-graduate education suggest that entering law students still will have very different academic skills and needs than what law professors have seen from students in recent decades.

\textsuperscript{77} Id.
\textsuperscript{78} See Shultz & Zedeck, supra note 63, at 622-23 (concluding that skills tested on the LSAT and in first-year law school courses that traditionally focus almost exclusively on substantive law do not reflect skills necessary for successful legal practice); see also Georgakopoulos, supra note 67, at 12-13. Professor Georgakopoulos posits a theory that law students in upper-division courses who increase their GPAs do so because students choose their own classes, which also tend to be smaller, leading to greater motivation and engagement, and thus “a better educational outcome for the student[s].” If this study is correct that upper-division courses engage law students more effectively and thus encourage more true learning, then some legal educators may presume that this analytical development is sufficient and traditional first-year courses can remain focused solely on teaching foundational legal doctrine. This may not be enough, however, since many modern first-year law students are entering with deficiencies in critical thinking skills. Leaving the responsibility for making up lost ground to upper-division courses could have disastrous consequences, such as higher first-year attrition than what is sustainable and lower bar passage for those students who progress to the third or fourth year.
\textsuperscript{79} See ACADEMICALLY ADrift, supra note 64, at 1-2.
\textsuperscript{80} Matasar, supra note 24, at 163-64 (noting that changing demographics in past decades provided boosts to law school enrollment – e.g., returning veterans enticed to higher education by government initiatives like the G.I. Bill, and increased gender and ethnic diversification efforts – but that “the future holds the perfect demographic storm: more poor students [due to a higher birth rate among poorer families], fewer family assets [due to the erosion of home equity], and no new demographic population to stir demand”).
B. Changes in Pre-Graduate Education

“This is nuts. We have a national policy that is a theory based on an assumption grounded in hope. And it might be wrong, with disastrous consequences for real children and real teachers.”

1. K-12 Education

Clearly, changes in the economy have had a profound effect on legal education and the apparent academic caliber of most law schools' entering classes. But even if the economy recovers, law school professors should not expect the basic skill level of their entering students necessarily to recover along with it. Fundamental changes in teaching from elementary schools to the university level—not all of which are considered positive—are affecting the critical thinking ability and preparedness of students, many of whom just now are beginning to apply to graduate school. Disturbingly, many of these students claim that they have not been challenged in their undergraduate education, and that they do not invest much effort in their academic endeavors.

i. The No Child Left Behind Act

In 2002, President Bush signed the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act into law. NCLB was intended to ensure that all children are able to meet minimum state proficiency requirements in education, with the goal of improving overall academic achievement. Although states may develop and administer tests

82. See, e.g., TAMANAH, supra note 4; 2014 ABA Report and Recommendations, supra note 16, at 6.
83. See ACADEMICALLY ADRIFT, supra note 64, at 1-2.
86. Id.; see also No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLBA), 20 U.S.C. § 6301 (Statement of Purpose).
in additional subjects, NCLB requires standardized testing in reading, math, and science.\textsuperscript{87} As a condition for federal funding, public schools’ test scores must meet NCLB benchmark accountability standards.\textsuperscript{88} If they do not, the government imposes heavy penalties, from changes in funding to allowing parents to transfer their children to different public schools, to major curricular reform and, in extreme cases, school closure.\textsuperscript{89}

Whether NCLB is succeeding is debatable.\textsuperscript{90} Although premised on good intentions, NCLB reforms yielded unintentional negative consequences, particularly in relation to students’ basic critical thinking skills.\textsuperscript{91} For example, the high-stakes nature of NCLB testing arguably created an incentive for schools to cut corners by diluting proficiency standards, thus lowering the bar to reach students rather than building students’ skills to reach the bar.\textsuperscript{92} Proficiency scores also vary from state to state, as does the rigor of the tests themselves.\textsuperscript{93} Further, NCLB and other similar standardized testing requirements—for example, high school Advanced Placement testing—encourage an environment of teaching to the test, moving schools away from curriculums that develop fundamental critical thinking skills.\textsuperscript{94}


\textsuperscript{89} Jonathan C. Augustine & Crag M. Freeman, Grading the Graders and Reforming the Reform: An Analysis of the State of Public Education Ten Years After No Child Left Behind, 57 Loy. L. Rev. 237, 239, 249, 251 (2011); Michelle Goodwin, Law Professors See the Damage Done by “No Child Left Behind”, THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUC (Mar. 12, 2013), https://chronicle.com/blogs/conversation/2013/03/12/law-professors-see-the-damage-done-by-no-child-left-behind/.


\textsuperscript{94} Strauss, supra note 2; Jewell, supra note 91, at 62.
The ultimate goal of NCLB was gradual improvement over twelve years of education, ultimately leading to 100% of students reaching proficiency.\(^9\) Though laudable, this goal presented problems, as measurement methods evaluated schools as a whole rather than considering individual student improvement.\(^6\) Some critics argue it also ignored a school’s history, its racial and ethnic makeup, its percentage of students who are not native English speakers, and its student population participating in special education programs.\(^7\) This further contributed to the temptation to game the system.\(^8\)

Students bearing the full effect of NCLB are just now starting to enter colleges and graduate schools.\(^9\) For more than a decade, they have been subject to education built around primarily multiple choice questions and essay questions that require only unstructured, largely unsupported arguments—and that refers just to the subjects tested under NCLB.\(^10\) As for other subjects, such as history, art, music, and writing—subjects that are directly linked to critical thinking skills—some schools’ resources might be eliminated altogether.\(^11\) If resources are not eliminated altogether, teachers are forced to teach vast amounts of content to large amounts of students, detracting substantially from their ability to delve deeper into topics to hone students’ analytical skills.\(^12\) Many Americans feel that NCLB made no improvement to high school education, and a significant number believe it actually made things worse.\(^13\)

\[ii. \quad \textit{Common Core State Standards}\]

With a new presidency came new changes to national education policy, and the opportunity to try to fix the faults of NCLB.\(^14\) In 2009, President Obama signed into law the American Recovery
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\(^9\) Jewell, supra note 91, at 62.

\(^10\) See id. at 62-63.

\(^11\) Strauss, supra note 2; Goodwin, supra note 89.

\(^12\) Goodwin, supra note 89; Linda Darling-Hammond, Evaluating “No Child Left Behind”, THE NATION (May 2, 2007), http://www.thenation.com/article/evaluating-no-child-left-behind#axzz2fEoAaxn.

\(^13\) Darling-Hammond, supra note 100; see Stronger Accountability, supra note 87.

\(^14\) Lydia Saad, No Child Left Behind Rated More Negatively Than Positively, GALLUP POLITICS (Aug. 20, 2012), http://www.gallup.com/poll/156800/no-child-left-behind-rated-negatively-positively.aspx (noting that by August 2012, 29% of Americans believed NCLB made education worse; 38% did not think it made much difference; 16% thought it made education better; and 17% were not familiar with NCLB or did not have an opinion).

\(^15\) See Strauss, supra note 81.
and Reinvestment Act, which contained four billion dollars to distribute to schools through the Race to the Top Fund (RTT).\textsuperscript{105} RTT is a competitive grant program that rewards states that implement comprehensive and innovative elementary and secondary education reform.\textsuperscript{106} The Department of Education awards grant money to winning RTT school applicants based upon compliance with several “priorities” and “selection criteria,” including development of a common set of educational standards and assessments for students from kindergarten through twelfth grade (K-12).\textsuperscript{107}

To provide an example of such standards and encourage uniformity and clarity in student achievement goals, the National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and the Council of Chief State School Officers collaborated with various teachers, school administrators, parents, and experts to create the Common Core State Standards (CCSS).\textsuperscript{108} The CCSS comprise a set of K-12 educational standards in English language arts and mathematics that are meant to prepare high school graduates for success in entry-level, credit-bearin...
Like NCLB, the CCSS Initiative is a national effort that relies heavily on regular, standardized testing. Also like NCLB, the program began with admirable intentions but faced intense debate and controversy in practice. Much of the scrutiny focuses on that standardized testing. Opponents of the CCSS claim that adoption of these standards promotes the over-testing of students and the valuation of teachers based primarily upon student scores, ignoring the fact that teachers of affluent students likely will earn higher ratings than teachers of poor students, students with disabilities, and students who are not native English speakers, regardless of their actual teaching abilities. Further, students devote more time to trying to beat these tests than they do engaging in academic and extracurricular activities, such as music, art, etc., that contribute to a well-rounded undergraduate, work, and life experience.

The tests themselves also are suspect: They are overly long, so students tend to give up before finishing; they only test a narrow set of skills; they do not consider cultural or financial bias; they carry great financial costs in terms of administration and curriculum adjustment; and many believe that the bar for a passing score is set unreasonably high. If a teacher’s students do not perform well on these tests, she faces a very real possibility of losing her job, and her school might even close. Thus, like NCLB, the CCSS Initiative and RTT encourage schools to place much greater

112. Strauss, supra note 81.
113. Id.; Eitel, supra note 105, at 20 (noting also that “the only evidence in support of Common Core” comes from entities with a conflict of interest in favor of the CCSS, such as panels of experts funded by the Gates Foundation, a major financial backer of the CCSS Initiative itself).
114. Strauss, supra note 81.
115. Id. (noting that no other “high-performing nation” judges the quality of its teachers based on the test scores of their students).
117. Strauss, supra note 81 (citing as an example New York state, which administered the CCSS tests and only saw a 30% passage rate (3% pass rate for English language learners, 5% pass rate for students with disabilities, and under 20% pass rate for African American and Hispanic students); Valerie Strauss, quoting Marion Brady, Eight Problems with the Common Core Standards, WASH. POST (Aug. 21, 2012), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/post/eight-problems-with-common-core-standards/2012/08/21/821b300a-e4e7-11e1-8f62-58260e3940a0_blog.html. “The Common Core Standards are a set-up for national standardized tests, tests that can’t evaluate complex thought, can’t avoid cultural bias, can’t measure non-verbal learning, can’t predict anything of consequence (and waste boatloads of money).” Id.
118. Strauss, supra note 81.
emphasis on standardized test performance than on true student engagement and learning.  

But adoption of the CCSS is voluntary. RTT officially requires only that a school develop “a common set of K-12 standards,” not the CCSS specifically. This autonomy does not appear truly to exist in practice, however, as common understanding indicates that to receive funding a state must implement the CCSS itself, not some other set of common state educational standards, even if different standards would fit better within a particular state’s school system. A state earns more points under RTT—and thus a greater chance of winning grant money—if it adopts a set of standards that a majority of other states also adopt. Conversely, a state earns fewer points if its standards are shared by half of the country or less. The need for that funding is desperate, especially in light of the economic downtown, which is the time when RTT and the CCSS were conceived. Consequently, all twelve state winners of RTT funding from the 2010 application cycle either adopted or indicated their intention to adopt the CCSS.

iii. Decline in ACT and SAT Writing Scores

Most professors will agree that good writing skills are closely linked to good critical thinking. Unfortunately, national college admissions tests report stagnant or declining scores in high school
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121. RTT FAQ, supra note 107.
122. Strauss, supra note 81 (noting that some states adopted the CCSS sight-unseen, “even though their own standards were demonstrably better and had been proven over time”); Eitel, supra note 105, at 21.
123. Eitel, supra note 105, at 21 (summarizing data provided in 74 Fed. Reg. 59,836-01 at 59,855-59,856 (Nov. 18, 2009)).
124. Id.
127. See ACADEMICALLY ADRIFT, supra note 64, at 93 (“[H]aving demanding faculty who include reading and writing requirements in their courses (i.e., when faculty require that students both read more than forty pages a week and write more than twenty pages over the course of a semester) is associated with improvement in students’ critical thinking, complex reasoning, and writing skills.”); see also Bryan A. Garner, Three Years, Better Spent, N.Y. TIMES (July 25, 2011), http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2011/07/21/the-case-against-law-school/three-years-in-law-school-spent-better (arguing for the restructuring of legal education to include more rigorous writing requirements and noting that “clear writing equates with clear thinking, and judges and employers cry out for both”).
graduates’ writing and reading skills,128 which is especially trou-
bling when considering the link between these skills and the criti-
cal thinking required in law school and legal practice.129

For example, the ACT, which alongside the SAT is one of the
nation’s most popular college entrance exams,130 measures student
progress in the context of college readiness.131 About eighty-
percent of four-year colleges and universities use one of these tests as
an admission requirement.132 In a 2013 report, the ACT found
that sixty-four percent of high school graduates who took the ACT
that year met benchmark levels in English, and only forty-four
percent met those levels in reading, not showing much change for
the past five years.133 Although there were small increases in
math and science scores, more than one quarter of students did
not meet benchmark levels for college readiness in any of the four
tested subjects: math, reading, English, or science.134 Writing
scores have remained the same since 2010, showing a gradual de-
crease since that optional portion of the test was introduced in
2005.135

As for the SAT, originally known as the Scholastic Aptitude
Test, there are strong parallels between the skills assessed on that
test and those needed to be successful in law school.136 The SAT
measures reading, math, and writing knowledge, as well as “how a
student reasons, communicates, and solves problems.”137 The
reading section of the exam assesses skills such as the “ability to
draw inferences, synthesize information, [and] distinguish be-

(last visited Sept. 29, 2013) [hereinafter ACT REP.]; Lyndsey Layton & Emma Brown, SAT
Reading Scores Hit a Four-Decade Low, WASH. POST (Sept. 24, 2012),
http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2012-09-24/local/35495510_1_scores-board-president-
gaston-caperton-test-takers.
129. See ACADEMICALLY ADRIFT, supra note 64, at 93.
130. Layton & Brown, supra note128.
131. ACT REP., supra note 128, at 1 (These benchmarks, derived from actual grades
earned by ACT test takers in college, are the minimum scores necessary to show that “a
student has a 75 percent chance of earning a grade of C or higher or a 50 percent chance of
earning a B or higher in a typical credit-bearing first-year college course in that subject
area.”).
133. ACT REP., supra note 128, at 1.
134. Id.
135. 2012 ACT National and State Scores: National Score Trends, ACT (2012),
http://media.collegeboard.com/homeOrg/content/pdf/sat-report-college-career-readiness-
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tween main and supporting ideas.” The writing portion of the test “requires students to communicate ideas clearly and effectively; improve writing through revision and editing . . . and improve coherence of ideas within and among paragraphs.” Disturbingly, SAT writing scores have fallen almost every year since that portion of the exam was introduced in 2006. Reading scores in 2013 were the lowest in forty years, capping off a steady decline. Math scores were relatively constant over the last six years, but show slight improvement over the last decade.

As seems to be the case with most standardized tests, the SAT in particular is not without its critics. For instance, a recently-retired director of writing at M.I.T. claimed that he could train students to score in the highest percentiles simply by filling up both available pages, using a few big, “fancy” words, and including a quotation or two from prominent figures, whether they applied to the content of the essay or not. Further complaints come from students, who feel they do not know what to expect on the test; parents, who feel pressured to spend money for their children to complete expensive test-prep courses, thus creating an achievement gap between poor but capable students who cannot afford the prep courses and wealthier students who can; and finally, teachers, whose performance often is measured by their students’ SAT scores, much like the CCSS standardized tests.

As a result of such criticisms, the College Board, which administers the SAT, has begun implementing major changes to the test. The new SAT, to be administered starting in spring 2016, will feature more evidence-based content that more directly tests what high school students are, or should be, learning in their classrooms. The rules will be more transparent and the questions will focus on the reading and math that the students likely
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will encounter in work or undergraduate education. The writing portion will be optional and scored separately.

While these changes to a widely used test like the SAT seem to be a step in the right direction, some educators are skeptical. The president of the College Board, David Coleman, was very involved in shaping the CCSS, and his intent to fashion the SAT into a test that more directly reflects what students are learning in high school creates a direct parallel to the CCSS and the problems that may accompany it. Further, some critics worry that this gives Mr. Coleman too much power over K-12 education, and that even more focus on standardized testing compromises worthy educational goals and widens the achievement gap between rich and poor students.

Regardless of these alleged improvements, the outlook regarding students’ writing skills does not appear to change much, considering that SAT writing scores are in decline, even though the writing portion apparently was so easy to pass with high marks. It is possible that great student writers did not earn scores reflective of their talent because they did not know how to game the system properly—i.e., that it helped to fill both pages or use big words and famous historical quotations—but, in light of other research pointing to educational focus on standardized testing as opposed to reading and good analytical writing, this is unlikely.
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148. Id. (explaining that the new SAT will replace current reading and writing questions with those that pertain to “pieces of writing – from science articles to historical documents to literature excerpts – which research suggests are important for educated Americans to know and understand deeply”).
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152. Id. But see Sam Sue, How to Make Test-Enhanced Learning Work in a Law School Classroom, eddoctorinhouse.org (Mar. 8, 2014, 10:12 PM), eddoctorinhouse.org/2014/03/08/how-to-make-test-enhanced-learning-work-in-a-law-school-classroom/ (noting that despite the “growing chorus of criticism that there has been too much testing,” regular testing can enhance learning if it is frequent, low-stakes, and includes prompt, effective feedback that students understand how to use and are motivated to employ in the future).
153. See Balf, supra note 116. The article notes that undergraduate institutions that stopped requiring the SAT, such as Wake Forest, saw “a lot more social, racial and lifestyle diversity. You could see it on campus. Wake Forest was a little too much like a J. Crew catalog before we went test-optional.” The College Board is endeavouring to reorient the new SAT to encourage a truer meritocracy, however, by offering free online test preparation to all students and urging students from disadvantaged backgrounds who earn high scores to choose selective colleges by including application fee waivers with their SAT results packets.
154. Layton & Brown, supra note 128; see also id.
155. See Strauss, supra note 2 (quoting a retired high school teacher as he apologized to college professors for his students’ poor writing skills, a result of being forced by standard-
It is possible that the slight increases in math and science scores on standardized tests like the SAT show a modicum of promise, since the quantifiable, so-called “hard” sciences do require certain critical thinking skills; but a decline in non-quantifiable, “soft” skills like novel and adaptive thinking is troublesome. In a 2011 national survey, more than one thousand hiring decision-makers ranked novel and adaptive thinking as one of the most sought-after skills in their organizations, along with social intelligence, which is the ability to connect with others in a deep and direct way, and design mindset, which is the ability to work processes for desired outcomes. These are the same skills that also are important for success in law school and legal practice. The surveyed managers reported a significant discrepancy, however, between the necessity of these skills and job applicants’ competence in them.

Essentially, students are not graduating from high school with the skills necessary to succeed in college-level reading and writing courses. This poses subsequent problems for undergraduate educators who must try to make up that lost ground.

2. Undergraduate Education

In a study of over two thousand high school seniors, forty-six percent agreed with the statement, “Even if I do not work hard in high school, I can still make my future plans come true.” Because many modern high school graduates proceed to college without sufficient critical thinking skills, it falls to college educators to fix the problem if those students are to advance to law school with the fundamental skills first-year law professors generally expect. Although readiness for professional school may not be a

ized testing to teach students to write without much concern for factual analysis and critical thinking: “My students did well on those questions because we practiced bad writing”).
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159. ACADEMICALLY ADRIFT, supra note 64, at 56 (“Forty percent of college faculty agree with the statement: ‘Most of the students I teach lack the basic skills for college level work’” (emphasis in the original)).


161. See ACADEMICALLY ADRIFT, supra note 64, at 121.
primary goal at some colleges, most faculty members agree that teaching students to think critically—arguably one of the most important foundational skills for legal study—is. Due to deficiencies in the standardized K-12 curricula described above, students entering colleges and universities around the country arguably are less prepared than their predecessors, forcing college professors to try to compensate somehow.

Another study, including over one thousand U.S. college and university presidents, found that fifty-eight percent think public high schools are worse at preparing students for college than they were a decade ago. The outlook is even more negative at for-profit institutions, where fifty-two percent of presidents claim public high school graduates’ performance has declined in the last ten years. Only six percent of all undergraduate institution presidents surveyed think public high schools are doing a better job now.

Despite the lack of preparedness of entering college and university students, or perhaps because of it, undergraduate students may not sufficiently develop such basic skills as critical thinking, complex reasoning, and writing. For example, in one study that followed 2300 undergraduate students at twenty-four universities, researchers gave the students a “Collegiate Learning Assessment” (CLA) test before and during their college education. The CLA tests skills including analytic reasoning, critical thinking, and written communication. Results showed that as many as forty-five percent of the students involved in the study did not show any significant improvement in higher-level skills like critical thinking, analysis, and writing in the first two years of college, the time span when most gains in general skills occurs. Of the students
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that did show improvement, gains were only modest.171 Other studies using measuring instruments other than the CLA show similar findings,172 and suggest that these disappointing results are quite different from those in recent decades.173

Complicating matters, current students’ academic motivation, interest, and engagement—factors crucial to effective learning—also appear to decrease in the first year.174 The CLA study found that thirty-two percent of college students each semester did not enroll in classes in which they were assigned forty or more pages of weekly reading.175 Further, half of the students did not take a course requiring more than twenty pages of writing.176 Since critical reading and writing are key skills to hone prior to entering law school,177 these trends suggest that law schools will not see much improvement in the skills level of their entering classes anytime soon.

Adding to this lack of academic rigor, students do not appear to be studying as much as they did in past years.178 Over half of U.S. college presidents believe their students study less than they did ten years ago, and only seven percent think their students study more.179 Undergraduate students spend an average of only twelve to fourteen hours per week studying.180 Over a third of these students reported studying for only five or fewer hours per week.181

171. Id. at 35.
172. Id. at 36 (describing another study, by Charles Blaich at the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Education, that analyzed over three thousand students from nineteen schools and found no significant improvement in critical thinking skills in the first two years of college).
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179. Is College Worth It?, supra note 163, at 5.
180. ACADEMICALLY ADRIFT, supra note 64, at 69, 97; Kuh, supra note 175, at 27.
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Further, this studying occurs mostly in groups, in social settings inappropriate for learning.\(^\text{182}\)

Other research confirms these findings. One study, using the Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency instead of the CLA, found that thirty-three percent of undergraduate students surveyed did not show significant gains in learning fundamental skills, and forty percent did not write papers of at least twenty pages in their classes.\(^\text{183}\) These students spent fifteen hours per week studying.\(^\text{184}\) Comparably, the National Survey of Student Engagement, also known as the NSSE or “Nessie,” surveyed over two million students during the last ten years and found that over half of them reported that they did not write papers more than twenty pages long during the current academic year, even at top schools.\(^\text{185}\) Full-time students also reported spending about thirteen to fourteen hours per week studying.\(^\text{186}\) So how are these students graduating from college with grades strong enough to earn admission to law school, even regardless of the changes in admissions practices noted above? Lack of engagement between students and faculty is one possible answer.\(^\text{187}\)

Although most college and university professors are dedicated to their students and want to help them succeed, other demands and obligations, such as scholarship and service, compete for their time.\(^\text{188}\) Further, in response to the economic downturn many undergraduate institutions are laying off support staff, faculty, or both, meaning that remaining professors are stretched even more thinly.\(^\text{189}\) This all contributes to what one author calls the “disengagement compact:” an unspoken agreement between professor

\(^{182}\) Id. at 68-70, 100-102. Although study groups can be helpful learning tools when used properly, this study found that most students studying in groups did so in environments not conducive to learning, and experienced diminished performance on CLA tests compared to their counterparts who studied primarily alone.
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\(^{189}\) See Scott Jaschik, Layoffs Without ‘Financial Exigency’, INSIDE HIGHER EDUC. (Mar. 2, 2010), http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2010/03/02/exigency (noting that even tenured university faculty positions may not be safe from layoffs); see also ACADEMICALLY ADrift, supra note 64, at 5-6 (noting that “the percentage of full-time instructional faculty in degree-granting institutions declined from 78 percent in 1970 to 52 percent by 2005”).
and student that “I’ll leave you alone if you leave me alone.”190 If a professor does not assign as much reading or writing, then she will not have to grade as much.191 If she does not grade as much, students probably will not come talk to her individually as often.192 She saves precious time, and the students are likely to leave her course with a decent grade without having to work too hard to get it.193

Undergraduate grade inflation has been the subject of much debate.194 One study of over 100 four-year colleges and universities found that forty-three percent of grades given were at the “A” level.195 Other studies note, fairly, that many factors beyond just quality of teaching and academic rigor can affect a student’s UGPA, such as how many credits the student completes, or how many “in progress” or pass/fail grades the student receives.196 Even keeping that in mind, however, there still is a disproportionate amount of undergraduate students who earn higher grades despite not reading and writing as much as students in the past.197

Students who receive higher grades also tend to write more positive course evaluations.198 To the extent that a faculty member’s teaching skills are relevant to tenure decisions—admittedly, that extent may be small compared to considerations like scholarship production—reviewing committees usually measure quality teaching by student satisfaction as conveyed on course evaluations.199
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Practices like this further encourage professors to focus more on making their students happy, i.e., by reducing student workload and/or distributing higher grades, than on academic rigor and student learning.200

3. Implications for Law School Teaching

Although these changes directly affect education at the K-12 and undergraduate levels, the implications for legal education are very real. For example, in states that have adopted the CCSS, which is most of them, the standards play a major role in curricular decisions and reform.201 If programs like NCLB and the CCSS Initiative force schools to focus on training for specific, narrowly-focused standardized tests in order to survive, then high school educators cannot spend adequate time building foundational critical thinking skills.202 As one recently-retired high school teacher lamented:

I would like to believe that I prepared [my students] to think more critically and to present cogent arguments, but I could not simultaneously prepare them to do well on that portion of the test and teach them to write in a fashion that would properly serve them at higher levels of education.203

If students do not receive adequate training in critical thinking and writing in high school, they arrive to college underprepared.204 If they arrive to college underprepared, that suggests that they will leave less prepared for graduate school, since undergraduate professors will have to devote more time to teaching fundamental skills than to refining nuanced critical thinking, reading, and writ-
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Graduate professors then must make up this lost ground if they want their students, and their institutions, to succeed in practice.\textsuperscript{206}

Moreover, the shifts in pre-graduate education mean that the decreased critical thinking skills of many law schools' entering classes will continue over years to come, even if the economy improves, more students apply to law school, and schools can return to previous admissions standards and procedures. In the unlikely event that such a return to past practices becomes feasible, legal educators still must adjust their teaching to meet the needs of students who are a product of NCLB, the CCSS, and other national standardized testing programs.

II. MEETING THE NEEDS OF NEW NORMAL LAW STUDENTS

What students do in higher education matters. But what faculty members do matters too. Faculty are most directly involved in shaping student experiences, although the support and incentives advocated by their deans, provosts, and presidents will influence whether and how they engage in activities that facilitate student learning.\textsuperscript{207}

Law school professors must meet the needs of this new demographic entering their classrooms; they cannot simply continue teaching as they have for years and expect their students and their schools to succeed. The cost of legal education is high and rising.\textsuperscript{208} Legal educators are morally bound not to take hundreds of thousands of dollars from students without believing those students are capable of succeeding, and at least trying to help them do so. Furthermore, lawyers already suffer from a high degree of depression and substance abuse,\textsuperscript{209} and this may increase if schools produce mediocre attorneys with no other options to repay their debts than to take jobs they hate—if they can find legal jobs at all.

\textsuperscript{205} See id. at 57 (conceding that some students do see significant skills improvement in college, but concluding that “the higher-education system as a whole is failing to improve many students’ critical thinking, complex reasoning, and writing skills at desirable levels”).
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\textsuperscript{207} ACADEMICALLY ADRIFT, supra note 64, at 117.

\textsuperscript{208} Bronner, supra note 33.

A. Fostering a Culture of Innovation

Change is not easy, especially in an established law school with tenured professors who may have been teaching for decades.²¹⁰ Most professors have the best intentions, and are dedicated to their craft and to helping their students succeed using what they believe are the best methods possible; resultantly, they may not be open to drastically changing those methods, or in some cases, even changing them at all.²¹¹ To rise to the challenge of adapting to “the new normal” in legal education, however, law schools must foster a culture of innovation and openness to meaningful change.²¹²

The purpose of this article is to help readers understand the background behind this need for changing gears in legal education and the fact that the situation is unlikely to revert back to the “old normal,” not necessarily to address the shift itself. Still, there are basic ideas legal educators should embrace as they foster this culture of innovation, a few of which are noted briefly here.

1. Changing the Financial Structure

Most importantly, law schools must address their financial structure, as many already have out of necessity since the economic downturn.²¹³ But more than just cutting costs in order to keep the doors open, legal educators must seriously reconsider the value they provide to their students, particularly since potential applicants are more skeptical now than in the past, when many blindly entered their legal studies based upon the assurance of high-paying law jobs available for everyone at the end.²¹⁴

2. Curricular Reform

This reconsideration may result in major curricular reform, from restructuring graduation requirements to incorporating alternative revenue streams not based on tuition, to drastic measures such as transforming the structure of legal education

²¹². Id. at 2, 15-16.
²¹³. See TAMANAHA, supra note 4.
²¹⁴. See Matasar, supra note 24, at 202-03 (noting the importance of justifying tuition cost by providing a unique approach to education keyed to student learning outcomes, and that in order to survive, “[m]any schools will have to occupy a value-oriented niche”).
itself.\textsuperscript{215} For example, several schools have instituted revenue-producing legal training programs for people who do not need or want a J.D., such as foreign attorneys, health professionals, and those working in other highly regulated fields.\textsuperscript{216} Other changes intended to help schools produce more perceived value for J.D. students’ tuition dollars include integrating significant periods of off-campus practical training into the curriculum;\textsuperscript{217} embracing more online and distance learning opportunities;\textsuperscript{218} and providing opportunities for students to earn a J.D. in fewer than the typical three years.\textsuperscript{219} Some law schools also develop programs for undergraduate students to spur interest in attending law school, as well as continuing legal education programs to keep graduates engaged with their alma maters.\textsuperscript{220}

3. \textit{Individual Assessment}

In addition to reconsidering finances, curricula, and other aspects of the big picture of legal education, law professors also must reevaluate their own teaching and assessment practices. Regardless of the delivery format—online, accelerated, clinical, etc.—ultimately it will fall upon individual law professors to reach the new demographic of law students successfully. A thoughtful focus on student learning outcomes and assessment is essential to both student and teacher progress.\textsuperscript{221} Yet despite the multitude of research touting the importance of regular, quality, formative as-
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assessment, many professors still rely on end-of-course exams to assess their students.\textsuperscript{222} To prosper in the new normal, this must change.\textsuperscript{223}

Although not all assessment must be graded, periodic assessment exercises with prompt feedback administered throughout a course allow students to evaluate and work to resolve their weaknesses on an ongoing basis.\textsuperscript{224} Not only should professors assess their students regularly, but the feedback professors provide on those exercises must equip students to learn and improve.\textsuperscript{225} Comments should be specific, constructive, and informational, and they should assist students on the path to becoming self-regulated learners who ultimately can evaluate their own work.\textsuperscript{226} This teaching practice results in students who are better able to think critically and solve legal problems.\textsuperscript{227} Further, students who are taught in this way are less likely to suffer from psychological distress issues common among law students and lawyers, such as depression, since they are encouraged to view problems as temporary and solvable.\textsuperscript{228} Supporting students’ autonomy in this manner promotes true learning and psychological well-being, leading to more effective, happy lawyers in practice.\textsuperscript{229}

Of course this is easier said than done in an environment where staffs are shrinking and demands on professors’ time are increasing.\textsuperscript{230} Counter-intuitively, individual class sizes might also increase in the new normal if schools decide to shrink the sizes of their faculties, despite a decrease in overall entering class size.\textsuperscript{231} Accreditation standards that focus on expenditures and selectivity rather than student learning outcomes also may conflict with ef-
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forts to change. Although daunting, these difficulties provide all the more support for the proposition that all aspects of legal education, from individual courses to overall structure, should be subject to reevaluation and adaptation.

III. POSITIVE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

“This crisis makes it easy to forget that the law attracts pragmatic types, able to handle changed circumstances.”

Most of the research concerning the new normal in legal education is pessimistic, and admittedly much of this article has been as well. Law is no longer seen as a career that guarantees lucrative employment upon graduation. This has led to a decline in law school applications, the downsizing of law schools, and is a major threat to the current scheme of legal education as a whole. On top of this, as explained above, students matriculate to law school today with significantly different levels of critical thinking skills than they did in the past, in turn requiring different professorial attention to nurture. The car is speeding up a hill toward a blind corner, and some passengers already have bailed out; those still inside are anxious and uncertain as to whether they will make it without crashing.

Ultimately, however, these external changes and the internal adjustments they force have the potential to improve legal education dramatically, resulting in better, happier, and more well-adjusted attorneys. First, now that the public no longer views law as a failsafe career choice, fewer people will choose to pursue a J.D. simply because they do not know what else to do with a liberal arts education. Media attention on truthful law school data
reporting means potential law students will be able to make informed decisions regarding both law school and the field in general, and they should matriculate with a clearer picture of what a legal education will provide and what to expect in practice. Law students in “the new normal” should have a deeper dedication to legal study and a stronger sense of purpose in pursuing the profession. Additionally, although law schools are in the negative media spotlight at the moment, they are not the only education providers dealing with these issues. The Great Recession impacted other graduate programs, undergraduate providers, and earlier education providers as well; but law schools are subject to more stringent reporting requirements and thus are easier to criticize, even though some of the criticisms are warranted.238

Finally, the legal institutions that weather the current upheaval and thrive in its aftermath likely will do so due in no small part to better teaching methods. As discussed above, professors who want their students, programs, and schools to succeed will adjust to their students’ needs in ways that encourage true learning and lead to greater psychological well-being.239 Furthermore, the careful, systematic evaluation of law school programs necessary to thrive in the new normal is likely to encourage more coordination between departments and a more cohesive educational experience for students.

IV. CONCLUSION

Indeed, the car may be speeding uphill toward a blind curve; but it will not crash as long as the driver remains focused and changes gears before it is too late. The landscape has changed, and although it may feel easier to continue driving at the current speed and in the same direction, doing so simply will not work anymore. Legal educators can navigate the obstacles in their roads effectively if they recognize the need for change and commit to the shift despite the fact that it might significantly disrupt the status quo. Law schools can survive and even thrive in “the new normal” if they reevaluate their programs and teaching with a focus on the unique needs of their incoming students. After all, change is not always a bad thing; after a difficult portion of the racetrack the road usually evens out for a nice straightaway.

238. Matasar, supra note 24, at 167-68.
239. See discussion supra Section II.A.